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How to Use This Manual
The advanced technology of the MERLIN communications system offers a flexibility that allows you to customize the system to your business communication needs.
As system administrator, you maybe responsible for customizing your MERLIN
system immediately after installation, and you will undoubtedly be the person to make
any necessary changes as your business needs change.
This administration manual takes you step by step through the procedures involved
in customizing your system. Here is how to use it:

If you are setting up a new system for the first time
1. Read the “Administration Overview" page 3, to learn about the tasks you’ll
be performing as system administrator.
2. Review the "MERLIN System Components," page 6, to become familiar
with the equipment you’ll be working with.
3. If you haven’t already decided which features you want your MERLIN
system to have, look through the "MERLIN System Features” described
on pages 49 through 55.
4. Get ready to administer your system by following the instructions in “Preparing to Administer Your System," page 14.
5. Read through “Basic Administration” page 17, and perform those tasks
that apply to your particular system.
6. Work your way through “Customizing with Additional System Options”
page 24, adding features that fit your needs.
7. If you want some voice terminals to have features that affect how other voice

terminals operate (such as Cover buttons), oversee the programming of
those features as suggested in “Programming Voice Terminals for Office
Priorities” page 28.
8. If you choose, further customize features on individual voice terminals by
performing the procedures described in “Programming Voice Terminals
for Personal Priorities," page 34.
9. To learn how to program your attendant console(s), review “Special information about Attendant Consoles,” page 43.
10. If you have many 5-button voice terminals connected to your system, read
“Special Information about 5-Button Voice Terminals," page 48.

If you are changing some options or features that are already in place
1. Review the information in “Preparing to Administer Your System," page 14.
2. Using the Table of Contents, index, or page references in "MERLIN
System Features," pages 49 through 55, locate the procedure for the option or feature you want to change and perform the necessary steps in the
procedure.
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ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW
Because the effects of system administration are wide-ranging, only you or someone
you delegate should perform administration procedures. The term administer used
in this manual refers to the act of establishing certain options and features that have
systemwide impact, such as assigning the lines that each voice terminal can access
or determining who can cover calls for whom. Before you can perform administration, you have to put the system in a special state of operation, called administration
mode. (See “Administration Mode,” page 16, for more information about this operating
state.) In contrast, the term program refers to assigning features to an individual voice
terminal from the voice terminal itself. Anyone can put a voice terminal in programming mode and assign it features at any time without entering administration mode.
System administration involves a series of simple procedures that you perform at
the control unit and at the administrator attendant console (the voice terminal connected to the intercom 10 jack on the control unit). The MERLIN system is designed
to be up and running with a minimum amount of administration. However, depending on the conditions of your communications environment or the options you choose,
certain administration procedures may be required to set up a newly installed system.
Before attempting any other procedures, you must review the information in “Basic
Administration," page 17, and complete the procedures that apply to your system and
business needs. Most administration procedures however are optional, depending
on which features you want to use in your business; these features are described
in “Customizing with Additional System Options,” page 24.
Model 1030

Administrator/Attendant

Model 3070
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There are some features that you may want to assign to certain voice terminals
yourself because they influence call-handling efficiency throughout your entire
business; these are described in “Programming Voice Terminals for Office Priorities,"
page 28. They do not involve administration procedures, but rather, simple programming at individual voice terminals. Finally, if you want to help people program their
voice terminals to meet their individual needs, follow the procedures outlined in “Programming Voice Terminals for Personal Priorities," page 34. Later, if your needs
change, you can always alter any system administration or programming that has
been done.
The chart on the following page shows the types of procedures described in this
manual. If you are about to perform system administration for the first time, be sure
to read “Preparing to Administer Your System,” page 14, before you attempt any
procedures.
Once you’ve completed system administration, your MERLIN system and your
PBX/Centrex system work together, so you can use all of your PBX/Centrex features
as well as the innovative features of the MERLIN system’s advanced technology.
However, you may have to follow new procedures to use some familiar features. For
example, when a PBX/Centrex feature requires a switchhook flash, touch Recall
instead of pressing the switchhook.
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Prepare for System Administration
These procedures help you get ready to administer your system.
Fill out System Configuration Forms.
Select a time to administer your system.
● Review how to enter and leave administration mode.
●
●

Perform Basic Administration
These procedures may be required just after the system is installed. Perform
them at the control unit and the administrator/attendant console.
Set your control unit.
Specify Touch-Tone or rotary dialing.
● Assign lines and call restrictions to voice terminals.
● Assign PBX/Centrex extensions to line buttons.
● Administer fixed feature buttons.
●
●

Customize with Additional Custom Options
These procedures are optional. Perform them at the administrator/attendant
console.
Assign Call Coverage permissions.
● Assign Call Pickup permissions.
● Block the system from incoming calls.
●

Program Voice Terminals for Office Priorities
These procedures are optional. Perform them at individual voice terminals
whenever you want to give someone access to these features.
Assign an Automatic Line Selection sequence.
Assign Programmable Line Ringing for incoming calls.
● Assign Cover buttons.
●
●

Program Voice Terminals for Personal Priorities
These procedures are optional. Perform them at individual voice terminals
whenever you want to give someone access to these features.
Assign features to programmable buttons.
Assign Personal Speed Dial codes to 5- and 10-button voice terminals.
● Use special characters in programmed dialing sequences.
● Select a Personalized Ring.
● Program Voice Announcement Disable.
●
●
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MERLIN System Components
When performing your administrative tasks, you work with three components of the MERLIN system: the control unit,
the administrator/attendant console, and individual voice terminals. The following descriptions provide information that
helps you to become familiar with the equipment you use to administer your system. To make sure your equipment is
properly installed, refer to the Installation Guide: Mode/s 1030 and 3070.
You may also have some optional equipment that adds features and capabilities to your system, but does not affect system
administration. For more information on optional equipment, see page 11.
THE MODEL 1030 CONTROL UNIT AND EXPANSION UNIT
The Model 1030 control unit provides connections for up to 20 outside lines and 20 voice terminals. The addition of an
Expansion Unit makes the Model 1030 control unit a Model 3070 control unit and increases system capacity to up to
50 outside lines and 50 voice terminals.
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Model 1030 Control Unit
Power Module (slot 1): Reduces ac power to a
1.
level the system can handle.
Circuit Breakers. Automatically cut the
power to the control unit if an overload
occurs.
● Ring Generator jack. Connects optional
Ring Generator Unit, which is required if you
have basic Touch-Tone or rotary telephones
connected to your system.
● Auxilary Generator jacks. Connect up to two
Auxiliary Power Units to provide extra power
for systems with many optional accessories.
● Power light (green). Indicates power is on.
● On/Off switch. Turns the power to the control unit on and off.
●

2.

Processor Module (slot 2): Works with Feature
Module 3. Switch settings on this module control
system operating conditions.
● Switches A through H. Select options provided by Feature Module 3.
● Warning light (red). Warns of problem in
control unit.

3.

Feature Module 3 (slot 3): Enables your
MERLIN system to work with your PBXCentrex
system.
Attendant/Administer option. Selects attendant or administration mode of operation
for the administrator/attendant console (intercom number 10).
● Normal/Attendant options. Select either
normal (non-attendant) or attendant (receptionist or answering position) operation for
seven voice terminals (intercom numbers 11
through 17’).
●

4.

Diagnostics Module (slot 4, optional): Aids you
in identifying faulty components when the system
malfunctions.

5.

Voice Terminal Module (slots 6 and
9): Provides jacks for ten voice terminals. You

can have up to two Voice Terminal Modules in the
Model 1030 control unit. You can have three additional modules in the Expansion Unit (Model
3070 only) for a total of five Voice Terminal
Modules.
In the Model 1030 control unit, the Voice Terminal
Module for intercom numbers 10 through 19 occupies slot 6. However, if you have the optional
Services Module (Model 3070 only), this Voice Terminal Module (for intercom numbers 10 through
19) moves to slot 26 in the Expansion Unit and the
Services Module occupies slot 6 (see page 8).
If you have basic Touch-Tone or rotary telephones
in your system, you must use Basic Telephone
Modules. Each Basic Telephone Module has
jacks for up to five basic Touch-Tone or rotary
telephones. Use a Basic Telephone Module in
place of any Voice Terminal Module except the
one for intercom numbers 10 through 19. Basic
telephones connected to Basic Telephone
Modules have access to one primary line and to
all PBX/Centrex features (see “Special information about Basic Telephones," page 48).
0 begins the numbering for the first five voice
terminal jacks on the module. These jacks
(and the location of the module) determine
the intercom numbers of the voice terminals
plugged into them. For example, if a Voice
Terminal Module is plugged into the slot
labeled Intercoms 20-29, the jack labeled 0
is for intercom 20. The jack below it is for intercom 21, and so on.
● 5 begins the numbering for the second five
voice terminal jacks.

●

6. Line Module (slots 7,8,10, and 11): Provides
jacks for up to five PBX/Centrex lines. You may
have up to four Line Modules in the Model 1030
control unit. In the Model 3070 control unit you can
have six additional Line Modules for a total of ten
Line Modules.
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Model 3070 Control Unit
Addition of the Expansion Unit transforms the Model 1030 control unit into a Model 3070 control unit. The Expansion
Unit increases overall system capacityfrom 20 lines and 20 voice terminals to 50 lines and 50 voice terminals. It can
accommodate:
Up to two Power Modules (slots 16 and 27).
● Up to six Line Modules (slots 17 through 20, 24, 25)
● Up to four Voice Terminal or Basic Telephone Modules (slots 21 through 23, 26)
●

NOTE: The Expansion Unit with one Power Module (slot 16) can support a maximum of three Voice Terminal Modules
and two Line Modules. You need a second Power Module (slot 27) if your system exceeds this limit.
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Services Module (optional): Connects optional equipment. The optional Services
Module must occupy slot 6. The Voice Terminal Module for intercom numbers 10
through 19, which usually occupies slot 6, then moves to slot 26. The Services Module
provides connections for music, paging, and power failure equipment as follows:
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

PFTT (Power Failure Transfer Telephone) jack. Permits connection of four
basic telephones for use as backup during commercial power outage. The
system automatically switches the lines plugged into Line Module jacks A0
through A3 to these telephones if power fails.
Page jack. Connects a loudspeaker paging system for up to three paging zones.
Music In jack. Connects a music source for Music-on-Hold or background music
through a paging system.
MOH Vol (Music-on-Hold Volume) control. Allows volume adjustment for
Music-on-Hold.
Bkgd Vol (Background Volume) control. Allows volume adjustment for
background music.
Page Sgnl switch. Provides a short tone before loudspeaker paging
announcements when set to On; eliminates the tone when set to Off.
Level switch. Sets amplification of music source. Hi is for sources with their own
amplifiers, Lo for those without.
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THE ADMINISTRATOR/ATTENDANT CONSOLE
The administrator/attendant console is the voice terminal connected to the intercom
10 Voice Terminal Module jack in the control unit. The console operates in either of
two ways:
It functions as your primary attendant console under ordinary day-to-day
conditions.
● It functions as your administrator console when it is used to perform many of
the system administration procedures explained later in this document.

●

To change the administrator/attendant console from one mode of operation to the
other, you simply set a switch on the control unit and then set another switch on the
console itself. When the console is in administration mode, some of its buttons take
on different functions than they do when the console is in the regular call-handling
mode. Therefore, you insert a special set of administration mode button labels in the
console so that you know which buttons to touch when you administer the system.
Two sets of button labels, one for a small console and another for a large console,
are in the back of this manual.
The type of administrator/attendant console you have depends on the size of your
system. In systems with 30 or fewer voice terminals or 30 or fewer lines, the administrator/attendant console is a 34-button deluxe voice terminal. Only a 34-button
deluxe model is suitable for system administration, because it has lights next to each
programmable button. You use the lights to keep track of what is happening on the
lines and voice terminals you are working with. In systems with more than 30 lines
or more than 30 voice terminals, the administrator/attendant console is a34-button
deluxe voice terminal with an attached Attendant Intercom Selector. Only this type
of console is suitable for system administration because some aspects of administration require the use of the Attendant Intercom Selector. Illustrations of small and large
consoles with administration mode button labels are on pages 12 and 13.
Using the Console
When you administer your system, you frequently use the Auto Intercom buttons and
Shift buttons (large consoles only) on the administrator/attendant console.
Auto Intercom Buttons. Each person’s voice terminal has a unique 2-digit intercom
number similiar to an extension number. These numbers (10 through 39 for a system
with 30 voice terminals, or 10 through 59 for a system with 50 voice terminals) are
automatically assigned to Auto intercom buttons on the console. During system administration, you use the lights next to each Auto Intercom button to find out which
call restrictions and other options are assigned to each voice terminal in your system.
Shift Buttons (large console only). The large console has three Shift buttons that
enable you to administer as many as 50 voice terminals by using only the 30 Auto
Intercom buttons on the Attendant Intercom Selector. When you touch one of the Shift
buttons, you change the intercom numbers assigned to the Auto Intercom buttons.
Use the left Shift button labeled 10-20-30 to select intercom numbers 10 through 39
in the blue band, the center Shift button labeled 40-50-60 to select intercom numbers
40 through 59 and 10 programmable buttons in the white band, and the right Shift
button labeled 70-80-90 to select 30 additional programmable buttons. If you want
to dial a particular intercom number, you must first touch the Shift button that provides access to the group of intercom numbers that includes the one you want. For
example, if you want to assign lines to the voice terminal represented by intercom
31, touch the left Shift button. The light next to the Shift button comes on, and the
Auto Intercom buttons now represent intercom numbers 10 through 39.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Although you need only the control unit and the administrator/attendant console to
administer your system, you may also have optional equipment that adds features
and capabilities to your system.
●
●

●

●

●

Attendant Intercom Selector. Provides an attendant with 30 additional buttons.
Manual and Automatic Multipurpose Adapters. Allows you to connect accessories, such as computer modems, to any MERLIN system voice terminal.
Basic Telephone Module. Lets you connect basic Touch-Tone and rotary
telephones to the MERLIN system.
Hands-Free Unit. Provides you with full speakerphone capability including
hands-free telephone conversation, On-Hook Dialing, Monitor-on-Hold, and
teleconferencing. The unit requires a programmable button on the voice terminal if you want it to go on automatically when intercom calls ring at the voice
terminal.
Headset and Headset Adapter. Enable an attendant to answer and listen to
calls without lifting the handset.
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Small Administrator/Attendant
Console in Administration Mode

1. Conference, Drop, and Transfer are preprogrammed
to act like a switchhook flash unless you program dialing sequences on these buttons that access the
PBX/Centrex features.
2. Set the T/P switch to P during administration mode.
3. Touch Adm Tel when administering individual voice
terminals from the administrator/attendant console.
4. Touch Adm Opt Opt when administering the whole system
from the administrator/attendant console.
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5. Line or Auto Intercom buttons.
6. Touch Copy to give a voice terminal the same line
assignments and call restrictions as one that has
already been set up.
7. Touch Call Rstr when assigning call restrictions to individual voice terminals.

Large Administrator/Attendant
Console in Administration Mode
The large console provides the same features as the small console, but it has more line and Auto Intercom buttons.
You need a large console if your system has more than 30 lines or 30 voice terminals.

1. Line buttons.
2 . Line or Auto Intercom buttons,
number of lines in your system.
3. Buttons in this column represent intercom numbers
10-19, 40-49, and lines G0-H4, depending on which
Shift button you touch.
4. Buttons in this column represent intercom numbers
20-29 or 50-59 or lines 10-J4, depending on which Shift
button you touch.

5. Buttons in this column represent intercom numbers
30-39, which you access by touching the leftmost Shift
button.
6 . Touch this Shift button to use Auto Intercom buttons
for intercom numbers 10-39.
7 . Touch this Shift button to use Auto Intercom buttons
for intercom numbers 40-59.
8 . Touch this Shift button to access lines GO-J4.
13

Preparing to Administer Your
System
Before you start to administer your system, review this section to make sure you have
the information and completed forms that you need.

Prepare for System Administration
These procedures help you get ready to administer your system.
Fill out System Configuration Forms.
Select a time to administer your system.
● Review how to enter and leave administration mode.
●

●
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THE FORMS AND LABELS YOU NEED
Before you begin performing administration procedures, be sure to complete all the
necessary forms:
A System Configuration Form to keep a record of how the lines in your system
are arranged.
● Voice Terminal Configuration Forms to record the lines and features assigned
to all voice terminals. Fill out one of these for each voice terminal.
●

You should have filled out these forms when you completed the MERLIN Communications System Planning Guide: Models 1030 and 3070. If you did not, copy the
ones in the Appendix and fill them out before you proceed further. These forms serve
as important references throughout system administration procedures.
During system administration the buttons on the administrator/attendant console perform completely different functions than they do when the console is being used to
handle calls. Therefore, you need a different set of button labels whenever you use
the console for system administration. There are two sets of preprinted administration mode button labels in the back of this manual: one set for large consoles, and
one set for small consoles. Keep the labels and completed forms to use whenever
you administer your system.
CHOOSING A TIME TO ADMINISTER YOUR SYSTEM
Before you begin administration procedures, choose a time when you do not expect
many people to be using their voice terminals. When you perform some administration procedures, the system blocks all calls on the lines or voice terminals with which
you are working. Blocked voice terminals generate soft, periodic beeps to alert people that they cannot use them. if you accidentally try to administer a voice terminal
that has an active call, you do not cut off the caller. Rather, you are unable to administer that voice terminal until it is idle.
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ADMINISTRATION MODE
Administration mode is an operating state of your control unit and of your administrator/attendant console that is very different from their everyday state of operation. With the system in administration mode, you are able to set up or change systemwide options or features. When you put the system into administration mode, the buttons on the administrator/attendant console take on entirely different functions from
those they perform when the console is in regular call-handling mode.
Entering and Leaving Administration Mode
You must enter administration mode whenever you use the administrator/attendant
console to administer your system. The boxed instructions below tell you how to enter
administration mode.

Entering Administration Mode
1. Set switch A on the Processor Module of the control unit to Administer
(down).
2. Insert the administration mode button labels (see the back of this manual)
in the administrator/attendant console.
3 Slide the T/P (Test/Program) switch on the left side of the console to P.
Red and green lights start flashing next to the administration mode buttons
labled Adm Opt and Adm Tel.
When you finish administration procedures at the console, you must leave administration mode to resume normal operation. Do this when you complete your initial system
administration and whenever you complete any changes in the future. The boxed
instructions below tell you how to leave administration mode.

Leaving Administration Mode
1. Slide the T/P switch to the center position.
2. Set switch A on the Processor Module of the control unit to Attendant (up).
3. Remove the administration mode button labels from the console andinsert the regular call-handling labels used by the attendant.
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Basic Administration
Once your system planning arid paperwork are complete, you can perform basic administration procedures. The chart below summarizes the procedures described in
this section. Remember that if you are administering a new system that has just been
installed, some of these basic produce may be required to set the proper operating
conditions for your particular environment, and you must perform them first before
you go on to do any other system administration. Carry out the procedures in the
order listed in the chart but keep in mind that you may not need to perform all of them
to customize your system to your particular environment. Read each procedure first
to see if it applies to you.
lMPORTANT: Choose a time when you do not expect many people to be using their
voice terminals.

Perform Basic Administration
Set your control unit.
Specify Touch-Tone or rotary dialing.
● Assign lines and call restrictions to voice terminals.
● Assign PBX/Centrex extensions to line buttons.
● Administer fixed feature buttons.
●
●
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SETTING YOUR CONTROL UNIT
The first step in administering your MERLIN system is to set the control unit to conform to certain operating conditions of your system. Follow these steps to set your
control unit:
1. Turn off the control unit by setting the On/Off switch on the Power Module
to Off
2. Set switch A on the Processor Module to Administer (down).
Set switch A to this position whenever you need to customize your system
from the administrator/attendant console. When you finish customizing, set
switch A to Attendant (up).
NOTE: Switch A is the only switch on the control unit that you can reset
with the power on. If you reset any other switch with the power on, the control unit does not record any of the changes you make.
3. Set switches B through H on the Processor Module.
These switches control the voice terminals for intercom numbers 11 through
17, respectively. You can designate any of these seven voice terminals as
attendant consoles. These seven voice terminals plus the administrator/attendant console (intercom 10) provide a maximum of eight attendant consoles, should you need them.
For voice terminals that function as attendant consoles, set the corresponding switch to Attendant (down).
● For voice terminals that function as regular telephones, set the corresponding switch to Normal (up).
●

4. Set the On/Off switch on the Power Module toOn. This records the changes
you just made.
5. If you have the optional Service Module (Model 3070 only), which connects
optional equipment, you can make any of the following adjustments:
If you have background music through a loudspeaker paging system,
raise the volume by turning the Bkgd Vol control clockwise, or lower
the volume by turning the control counterclockwise.
● If you have Music-on-Hold, raise the volume by turning the MOH Vol
control clockwise, or lower the volume by turning the control
counterclockwise.
● If you have a music source with its own amplifier, set the Level switch
to Hi (down); otherwise, set it to Lo (up).
● If you have a loudspeaker paging system connected to your MERLIN
system and want a short tone to precede loudspeaker announcement
set the Page Sgnl switch to On (up); if your paging system already provides a short tone or if you do not want one, set the switch to Off (down).
●
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SPECIFYING TOUCH-TONE OR ROTARY DIALING
When your system is first installed, it is set for Touch-Tone dialing; so if some of your
lines are rotary you need to reset the system for rotary dialing. To determine if your
lines are Touch-Tone or rotary, go to the administrator/attendant console and make
sure the T/P switch is in the center position. Then touch each line button and dial
out. If a line is Touch-Tone, you hear tones and the dial tone stops. If a line is rotary,
you hear tones but the dial tone is not interrupted. Follow the procedure below to
specify Touch-Tone or rotary dialing.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Opt.
The green light beside Adm Tel goes out and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly
3. Dial 3.
The green light beside Adm Opt stops flashing and remains on.
4. One by one, touch each line button until the green Iight beside it shows the
appropriate code. Each successive touch gives you one of these codes:
Steady green on = Touch-Tone signaling
Green off = rotary signaling
5 Continue
to administer your system, or if you have no further system ad..
ministration to do, leave administration, mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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ASSIGNING LINES AND CALL RESTRICTIONS TO VOICE TERMINALS
Each voice terminal in the MERLIN system has it's own outside line for receiving
incoming calls. This line is the voice terminal’s primary line, although the voice terminal may also have access to additional lines. The system automatically assigns
a voice terminal’s primary line to the button above Intercom-Voice, and this is the
line that the system selects when you lift your handset to place a call.
Assigning Primary Lines
You may need to change primary line assignments at the control unit to meet your
business needs. Before you unplug any of the primary lines from their jacks, you must
first determine where a voice terminal’s primary line is plugged into the control unit.
Each Line Module slot in the contol unit is labeled with a letter. Each Line Module
has jacks labeled 0 through 4. Both the module and the jack to which a line connects
determine the line designation. For example, the Line Module in slot 7 is lettered A,
so the jacks in that Line Module are called A0, A1, A2, A3, and A4, and correspond
to intercom numbers 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14, respectively. For a complete list of the
jack-to-intercom correspondence, see the System Configuration Form on pages
61-62.
Assigning Secondary Lines and Call Restrictions
If you want a voice terminal to have any lines in addition to the line, you must
specifically assign them. These lines, called secondary lines, are automatically set
to ring only after a delay. Several people may share the same secondary line, giving
them access to more than one line and making it easy to answer someone else’s
calls, if necessary. You can assign up to 12 secondary lines to a single voice terminal,
depending on how many buttons with lights are avaiiable. For example, you can
assign a 5-button voice terminal a maximum of two secondary lines and a 10-button
voice terminal a maximum of seven secondary lines.
When your system is first installed, all voice terminals can make intercom,
PBX/Centrex extension, and outside calls; however, you can restrict them if
necessary You use your MERLIN system to restirct voice terminals to only intercom and PBX/Centrex extension calls. You use your PBX/Centrex system to assign
any other calling restrictions.
If you are assigning secondary lines or call restrictions for the first time, please read
the following information.
Your voice terminal buttons may not have been labled at the time your system
was installed. You have to label the voice terminal buttons with any lines you
assign, such as WATS lines, or any initial features.
● To assign lines, you need a completed Voice Terminal Configuration Form for
each voice terminal you intend to administer (see the Appendix).
● When your system is first installed, attendant consoles have green lights next
to as manyline buttons as you have Line Module jacks. If, for example, your
business only uses three of the five line jacks in a particular Line Module, the
remaining two lines still appear on the attendant consoles, but have no dial tone.
These unused lines have to be removed at the administrator/attendant console
in administration mode before you can program the line buttons for other uses.
● If someone regularly
coverScalls that come in on another person’s line(for example, a secretary who answers a manager’s line), try to assign that line to both
people. (If you cannot, use a Cover button, page 32.)
● 5-Button voice terminals are limited to three line buttons because of the two fixed
intercom buttons. If anyone using a 5-button voice terminal must access a
special line such as a WATS line, be sure that it is assigned to one of the three
line buttons.
● Initially, in systems with 30 lines or less, all attendant consoles display exactly
the same lines. If you want certain lines to be answered on your primary attendant console, and certain lines to be answered on your secondary attendant
console, you have to administer your consoles to appear this way. In systems
with more than 30 lines, all attendant consoles display only the first 30 lines.
You can change the line assignments on any attendant console so only the additional lines appear (see "Special information about Attendant Consoles," page
43).
●
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Now, follow the procedure below.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Tel.
The green light beside Adm Opt goes out and the green light beside Adm
Tel stops flashing and remains on.
3. Dial the intercom number of the voice terminal whose lines you want to
assign.
A steady green light comes on next to the Auto Intercom button, and the console gives a 2-beep signal for you to begin.
If the green lights beside both the Auto Intercom button and Adm Tel flash
rapidly instead, the voice terminal is in use. Wait until the green lights
become steady, or you can try again later.
4. Refer to the Voice Terminal Configuration Form to see which lines you plan
to have this voice terminal use.
5. If a green light is on next to a line button, the voice terminal can use that
line. Touch any line button that is showing a green light and that you do not
want assigned to this voice terminal.
The green light goes off confirming that the line no longer appears at the
voice terminal.
6. Touch any line button that is not showing a green light and that you want
assigned to this voice terminal.
The green Iight comes on, confirming that the line now appeafs at the voice
terminal.
7. If you do not want to restrict voice terminals, go to step 6. Otherwise, touch
the button labeled Call Rstr until the green light beside it shows the code
associated with the calling restrictions you want this voice terminal to have.
Each successive touch gives you one of these codes:
Steady green on = all calls permitted
Flashing green = PBX/Centrex extensions and
MERLIN intercom ca//s only
Green off = MERLIN intercom calls only
8. Repeat steps 3 through 7 until you have assigned lines and call restrictions
to all the voice terminals. If you want to give other voice terminals the same
secondary lines and call restrictions as one that has already been set up,
use this shortcut for each voice terminal:
● Dial the intercom number of the voice terminal that you want to have
the same lines and call restrictions as another voice terminal.
● Touch Copy.
● Dial the intercom number of the voice terminal whose lines and call
restrictions you want to copy.
9. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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ASSIGNING PBX/CENTREX EXTENSIONS TO LINE BUTTONS
(Attendant consoles only)
Line buttons on attendant consoles do double duty. They can be used for placing
or receiving calls, and they can be used like Auto Intercom buttons for quick dialing
of and one-touch transfer to extensions. Before an attendant can use the line buttons for quick dialing and transferring you must assign PBX/Centrex extensions to
the line buttons on the console. To assign a PBX/Centrex extension to a line button,
follow the procedure below.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Label the button with the extension number you are assigning to it.
3. Touch Adm Opt.
The green light beside Adm Tel goes out, and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly.
4. Dial 1.
The green light besside Adm Opt stops flashing and remains on.
5. Touch the line button.
The green light next to the button comes on.
6. Dial the PBX/Centrex extension number, six digits or less, that corresponds
to the line selected.
7 Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have assigned extensions to all your line
buttons.
8. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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.

ADMINISTERING FIXED FEATURE BUTTONS
When your system is first installed, the buttons labeled Transfer, Drop, and
Conference on all voice terminals are automatically programmed to act like a switchhook flash (a brief press of the switchhook). Most PBX/Centrex systems use a switchhook flash to access these features; however, some systems may use a dial code
instead. Refer to the user’s guide for your PBX/Centrex system to find out what your
system requirements are. If your system uses a switchhook flash, you do not need
to perform this procedure. If your system uses dial codes, follow the procedure below
to assign dial codes to these buttons.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by followhg the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Opt.
The green light beside Adm Tel goes out, and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly.
3. Dial 2.
The green light beside Adm Opt stops flashing and remains on.
4. Touch the fixed feature button you intend to “administer (for example,
Transfer).
5. Enter up to six characters for the dial code sequence, for example 0 through
9, #, *, a switchhook flash (touch Recall and then Hold), or a pause (touch
Hold). For more information about these characters, see “Using Special
Characters in Programmed Dialing Sequences," page 39.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for the remaining fixed feature buttons.
7. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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Customizing with Additional
System Options
Once basic administration is complete, you may perform other optional administration procedures anytime you want to add system wide features. The chart below sumarizes the procedures described in this section.

Customize with Additional System Options
Assign Call Coverage permissions.
Assign Call Pickup permissions.
● Block the system from incoming calls.
●

●
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ASSIGNING CALL COVERAGE PERMISSIONS
Using the Call Coverage feature a person can program his or her voice terminal to
receive calls directed to another voice terminal and thus cover a co-worker’s calls.
However, you must first assign Call Coverage permission to the voice terminal being covered. When your system is first installed, it is set so that no voice terminals
can be covered. To assign Call Coverage permissions, follow the procedure below.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Opt.
The green light beside Adm Tel goes out, and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly.
3. Dial 5.
The green light beside Adm Opt stops flashing and remains on.
4. Dial the intercom number for the voice terminal whose calls you want
covered.
The green lights come on next to the primary Iine buttons of the voice terminals that can cover this voice terminal's calls
5. One by one, touch each line button until the green Iight beside it shows the
appropriate code. Each successive touch gives you one of these codes:
Steady green on = the voice terminal associated with this
primary line can cover calls for this intercom number
Green off = the voice terminal associated with this
primary line cannont cover calls for this
intercom number
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you have assigned all Call Coverage permissions.
7. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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ASSIGNING CALL PICKUP PERMISSIONS
The Call Pickup feature allows people to answer calls ringing at other voice terminals.
It is especially useful for voice terminals that do not require the full coverage provided by the Call Coverage feature. For example, John hears Patricia’s phone ringing
in her office next door. After several rings, he realizes she is away from her desk.
John may answer her call from his voice terminal and take a message if you have
assigned permission for Patricia’s calls to be answered. Your system is initially set
so no one’s calls can be picked up. To assign Call Pickup permissions, follow the
procedure below.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Opt.
The green light beside Adm Tel goes out, and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly.
3. Dial 4.
The green light beside Adm Opt stops flashing and remains on.
The green lights come on next to the primary line buttons of the voice terminals whose calls can be picked up.
4. One by one, touch each primary line button until the green light beside it
shows the appropriate code. Each successive touch gives you one of these
codes:
Steady green on = the voice terminal’s calls can be picked up
Green off = the voice terminal's calls cannot be picked up
5. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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BLOCKING THE SYSTEM FROM INCOMING CALLS
Before you can make certain hardware changes at the control unit, such as adding
or replacing a Line or Voice Terminal Module, you must first turn off the system. If
you do this while people are making calls, their calls are dropped. So, before making these changes at the control unit, you must first be sure no one is using a voice
terminal, and then block ail incoming calls to the system by following the procedure
below.
1. If you have not already done so, enter administration mode by following the
boxed instructions on page 16.
2. Touch Adm Opt.

The green light beside Adm Tel goes out, and the green light beside Adm
Opt flashes slowly.
3. Dial 0.

The green light next to Adm Opt remains on.
If the green light next to Adm Opt continues to flash, your system is in use.
When this happens, the system continues to check the lines and voice terminals; when all lines are free, the green light becomes steady and you hear
a 2-beep signal. If you do not want to wait, you can leave administration
mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16 and try again later.
4. Once you get the 2-beep signal and steady green light, all incoming calls

are blocked, and you can now turn the power off at the control unit in order
to make any changes.
5. After you have finished making changes, turn the power on. The system

can now receive incoming calls

6. Continue to administer your system, or, if you have no further system administration to do, leave administration mode by following the boxed instructions on page 16.
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Programming Voice Terminals for
Office Priorities
The people in your business can customize their voice terminals by changing initial
custom feature assignments to suit their needs. Most of the features are designed
primarily for the convenience of the person using them, but some have a broader
application because they affect the calling patterns of your business. These features
include Programmable Line Ringing, Call Coverage, and Automatic Line Selection.
Because these features have a businesswide influence, you may want to oversee .
their assignment. The chart below summarizes the procedures presented in this
section.

Program Voice Terminals for Office Priorities
Assign an Automatic Line Selection sequence.
Assign Programmable Line Ringing for incoming calls.
● Assign Cover buttons.
●

●
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Initial Feature Assignments for All
Non-attendant Voice Terminals
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ASSIGNING AN AUTOMATIC LINE SELECTION SEQUENCE
Automatic Line Selecion is a MERLIN system feature that gives you a free line
whenever you lift the handset. When your system is first installed, it is set to select
your primary line first. If you always use your primary line to make calls, there is no
need to reprogram the Automatic Line Selection sequence. However, if you use
secondary or intercom lines more frequently, you may want to reprogram the order
in which the system selects the lines for each voice terminal. Before you assign an
Automatic Line Selection sequence, please read the following information.
.
If you are programming several features during one session, perform this procedure first, immediately after you enter program mode. You may include a maximum of eight lines in the Automatic Line Selection sequence.
● If the lines on a voice terminal are all interchangeable with one another (for example, all regular PBX/Centrex lines), you may prefer not to program this feature
at all.
● Program only similar types of lines in the Automatic Line Selection sequence,
that is, all PBX/Centrex lines or all Foreign Exchange (FX) lines to the same
location.
● Never place both intercom and outside lines in an Automatic Line Selection
sequence.
● To make your system cost- effective, program the lines in the selection sequence
so the most frequently used line appears first. For example, if the person using
the voice terminal frequently makes long distance calls, program a WATS line
to be the first line in the sequence (make sure that all the lines in the programmed
sequence are compatible). Also, placing a Iine first ensures that most outgoing
calls are billed to that line. Placing a line last means that the line will usually
be free for incoming calls.
●

Now, follow the procedure below.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
3. Dial **.
4. Touch the line buttons in the order you want the system to select them.
5. Dial **.
6. If you have more features to program on this voice terminal, you can do so.
Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal
operation.
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ASSIGNING PROGRAMMABLE LINE RINGING FOR INCOMING CALLS
You can program the Iine and Cover buttons on voice terminals to ring in one of three
different ways for incoming calls: immediate ring, delayed ring, and no ring. When
your system is first installed, alll primary lines automatically ring immediately and all
secondary lines ring after a delay. if you are assigning line ringing for the first time,
please read the following information.
●

●

●

●

Immediate ring. Assign immediate ringing of a line to anyone responsible for
answering that line first (for example, an attendant, a secretary, or a receptionist).
This option is also useful for lines that should not be screened or for people who
answer their own calls.
Delayed ring. Delayed ringing provides backup coverage on shared lines. When
you assign delayed ringing to a line, the voice terminal does not ring until a call
on that line rings twice at the covered voice terminal.
Assign delayed ringing to:
— Anyone responsible for answering a shared line only if someone else
doesn’t pick it up
— A secretary on a manager’s private line
— A second secretary responsible for answering a shared line only if the
primary secretary doesn't answer
— Someone who acts as a backup for a primary attendant
No ring. Assign “no ring” to lines on a voice terminal that are always answered
first at another voice terminal, such as a business line that rings first at a
secretary’s voice terminal. This option is also appropriate for voice terminals
in public places such as lobbies or conference rooms.
You may also want to program voice terminals, particularly attendant consoles
with a Ring Option Override button. This feature overrides any prior line ringing programming so that all incoming calls are answered right away. For programming procedures see “Assigning Features to Programmable Buttons,"
page 35.

Now, follow the procedure below.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
3. Touch the line or Cover button you want to program until the red light beside
it shows the appropriate code. Each successive touch gives you one of these
codes:
Steady red on = immediate ring
Flashing red = delayed ring
Red off = no ring
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each line you want to program.
5. If you have more features to program on this voice terrninal, do so. Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal operation.
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ASSIGNING COVER BUTTONS
When you assign a Cover button to a voice terminal, all calls for the covered voice
terminal come in at the covering voice terminal. A Cover button is initially programmed
not to ring; however you can program the line for immediate ring or delayed ring.
The lights next to a Cover button work like the lights next to any line button, so you
can tell when a call is coming in. You cannot use a Cover button to make a call. Before
you can program a Cover button, be sure the voice terminal has permission to cover
other voice terminals by following the procedures in “Assigning Call Coverage Permissions,” page 25. If you are assigning Cover buttons for the first time, please read
the following information.
●

A Cover button may be programmed for primary or secondary coverage. Secondary coverage provides a second backup. Suppose, for example, that you assign
Jim primary coverage with immediate ring for Susan’s voice terminal (see the
diagram below). Then each time a call rings at Susan’s voice terminal it rings

at the same time at Jim’s voice terminal. To make certain that Susan’s calls are
answered when both Susan and Jim are away from their desks, you assign
secondary coverage with delayed ring for Susan’s voice terminal to Richard.
This means that when a call comes in for Susan, it rings three times
simultaneously at Susan’s voice terminal and at Jim’s voice terminal and then
starts ringing at Richard’s voice terminal. Jim’s calls won’t ring at Richard’s voice
terminal, however, unless you assign primary coverage for Jim’s calls to Richard.
With this system, up to five people can have Cover buttons for a single voice
terminal.

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COVERAGE
●
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Assign Primary coverage to someone who must screen someone else’s calls,
but does not share all lines with that person. A secretary who answers a
manager’s calls, for example, would be assigned primary coverage of the
manager’s voice terminal. You may program a primary Cover button for either
immediate or delayed ringing, depending upon the situation and personal
preferences.

.

Assign secondary coverage to anyone who is a backup for the covering voice
terminal, such as a clerk who covers calls for a group secretary. A voice terminal
programmed with a secondary Cover button does not ring until a call rings twice
at a voice terminal assigned primary coverage.
● If all calls in your business come in through the attendant’s console, you can
assign a Cover button to another voice terminal and program it not to ring. This
is useful for people who sometimes work when the attendant is not on duty.They
can tell by the flashing green light that someone is calling and can answer the
call if they want to, but they do not have to be bothered by ringing after regular
business hours.
● Be sure to choose a programmable button with lights, and program no more
than five Cover buttons on anyone voice terminal.
● The attendant needs a Cover button for any voice terminal with a line not
assigned to that attendant console but that must be covered if no one answers.
A Cover button is also necessary if the attendant must cover intercom calls for
someone.
●

Now, follow the procedure below.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Label the Cover button with the name of the person whose calls the button
covers.
3 Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
4. Touch the Cover button.
5. Dial *4 to program primary coverage, or dial *5 to program secondary
coverage.
6. Dial the 2-digit intercom number of the voice terminal the button covers.
7. If you want to program line ringing options for the Cover button, touch the
button repeatedly until the red light beside it shows the appropriate code.
Each successive touch gives you one of these codes:
Steady red on = immediate ring
Flashing red = delayed ring
Red off = no ring
8. If the green light comes on next to the Cover button, you have not performed
the procedure correctly. Repeat steps 3 through 7.
9. If you have more features to program on this voice terminal, you can do so.
Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal
operation.
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Programming Voice Terminals for
Personal Priorities
By programming their own voice terminals, people can change the features on all
but the fixed feature buttons and the line and Intercom buttons. This allows almost
everyone to have features that provide personal convenience, such as an Outside
Auto Dial button for calling home. The chart below summarizes the procedures
described in this section.

Program Voice Terminals for Personal Priorities
Assign features to programmable buttons.
Assign Personal Speed Dial codes to 5-and I0-button voice terminals.
● Use special characters in programmed dialing sequences.
● Select a Personalized Ring.
● Program Voice Announcement Disable.
●
●
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ASSIGNING FEATURES TO PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
As system administrator you may have to decide which custom features certain voice
terminals should have, taking into consideration the individual’s needs and the
capabilities of the voice terminal. The Feature Programming Chart, pages 36 and
37, lists the programming codes you use to assign the features, and the initial feature
assignments diagrams, pages 29, 44, and 45, show what features are automatically
assigned to the voice terminals. Before assigning features, please read the following information.
●

●

Some features require buttons with lights to indicate whether the feature is activated. These features are Do Not Disturb, Privacy, Auto Answer-Intercom, Auto
Answer-Outside, Shift and Ring Option Override.
A button with lights is recommended but not required for the Auto Intercom and
Loudspeaker Page features.

Now, follow the procedure below.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Label the button(s) with the name of feature(s) you want to program.
3. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
4. Touch the button that you have labeled.
5. Dial the appropriate feature programming code and any additional numbers
or characters, if required, from the Feature Programming Chart, pages 36
and 37. If you make a mistake, touch the button again and redial the
information.
6. If you have more features to assign, you can do so by repeating steps 4 and
5. Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal
operation.
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Feature Programming Chart
Feature Name
(Suggested Button Label)
Outside Auto Dial

Auto Intercom

Description
Dial outside telephone
numbers, PBX/Centrex extensions, PBX/Centre
feature codes with one
touch.

Simplify dialing MERLIN
system intercom numbers.

Speed Dial Access

Use with Personal Speed
Dial, Saved Number
Redial, and Last Number
Redial.

Personal Speed Dial
(does not use a button)

Assign a 2-character code
(01 through 22) to each
telephone number you call
frequently.

Last Number Redial

Redial the number you
dialed most recently.

Saved Number Redial

Save a number for later
redialing.

Intercom Conference

Use conference participants’ intercom number thus not tying up your
PBX./Centrex lines during
conference calls.

Intercom Drop

Disconnect participants
from the Intercom Conference call.

Auto Answer-Outside

Have a modem or answering machine go on
automatically whenever an
outside or PBX/Centrex
call rings at your voice
terminal.

Auto Answer-Intercom

Have an optional HandsFree Unit go on automatically when you receive
intercom calls.
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Programming Code
●
●

●
●

●

Notes

Dial *90.
Dial an outside access
code and pause,
followed by an outside
number, or dial a
PBX/Centrex extension
number or a PBX/Centrex feature code.
Dial *91.
Dial a 2-digit MERLIN
system intercom
number.

A button with lights is recommended but not required.

Dial *94.

For 5- or l0-button voice terminals only.

Touch Speed Dial
Access.
● Dial a Personal Speed
Dial code (01 through
22).
● Dial *90.
● Dial an outside telephone number, a
PBX/Centrex extension
number or a PBX/Centrex feature code.

For 5- or 10-button voice terminals only.

Dial *73. (YoU do not
need to dial an outside
number.)

If you have a 5- or 10-button
voice terminal, you can dial a
code to use this feature if you
prefer not to use a button.

Dial *74. (YOU do not
need to dial an outside
number.)

If you have a 5- or 10-button
voice terminal, you can dial a
code to use this feature if you
prefer not to use a button.

●

●

●

●

Dial *96.

●

Dial *97.

●

Dial *75.

Used only with a modem or
answering machine. Requires a
button with lights and a Multipurpose Adapter.

●

Dial *70.

Used only with a Hands-Free
Unit. Requires a button with
lights.

Feature Programming Chart [continued)
Feature Name
(Suggested Button Label)
Manual Signaling

Generate a beep at
another person’s voice
terminal.

Privacy

Prevent people from accidentally joining your
calls.

Do Not Disturb

Temporarily prevent calls
from ringing at your voice
terminal.

Programmable Shift

Use this button to program
two features onto each button to the right of the dial
pad.

Loudspeaker Page

Use your business’ loudspeaker paging system to
make announcements to
all or some of your
co-workers.

Touch-Tone Enable

If your system has lines
that carry rotary pulse
signals, you can switch to
Touch-Tone signals to use
services such as alternate
long distance or credit
card authorizations.

Call Coverage

Receive calls for someone
who is unable to answer
his or her voice terminal.

Secondary Coverage

Programming Code

Description

Receive calls, after a delay,
as a backup for a coworker who covers someone else’s calls.

Ring Option Override

Use this button when you
want all calls to ring immediately at your voice terminal, even if it is programmed to ring after a
delay or not at all.

Message

Have your MERLIN
system attendant notify
you when you have a
message.

Notes

Dial *6.
Dial the intercom
number for the person
you want to contact.

Use Manual Signaling to contact
someone with a prearranged
signal. If you program this
feature on a button with lights,
the green light goes on when the
other person is using his or her
voice terminal.

●

Dial *72.

Needed only if you share lines
with other people. Requires a
button with lights.

●

Dial *71.

Requires a button with lights.

●

Dial *79.

For 34-button voice terminals
only. Must be programmed on
one of the buttons above the dial
pad.

Dial *91 + a paging
code:
80 for all zones
81
zone 1
82
zone 2
83
zone 3

Used only with loudspeaker
paging equipment.

Dial *76.

For rotary lines only.

Dial *4.
Dial the intercom
number of the person
you want to cover.

Requires a button with lights.
You can program up to five
Cover buttons.

Dial *5.
Dial the intercom
number of the person
you want to cover.

Requires a button with lights.
You can program up to five
Cover buttons.

●

Dial *78.

Requires a button with lights.

●

Dial * 98.

For 5-button voice terminals
only. Requires a button with
lights.

●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●
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ASSIGNING PERSONAL SPEED DIAL CODES TO 5-AND
10-BUTTON VOICE TERMINALS
On 5- and 10-button voice terminals, you can program up to 22 Personal Speed Dial
codes instead of Outside Auto Dial buttons for frequently used numbers. Before you
can program Personal Speed Dial codes, however, you must program a Speed Dial
Access button. To program Personal Speed Dial codes and a Speed Dial Access button, follow the procedure below.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
3. If you already have a Speed Dial Access button, go to step 4. otherwise,
follow this procedure to program the Speed Dial Access button:
a. Label the button Speed Dial Access.
b. Touch the button.
c. Dial *94.
4. Touch Speed Dial Access.
5. Dial the code you want to assign to the telephone number (available codes
are 01 through 22).
6. Dial *90.
7. Dial the telephone number (16-digit maximum).
If you need them, you may use the special character codes described in
the section “Using Special Characters in Programmed Dialing Sequences,”
page 39.
8. If you have more telephone numbers to assign to Personal Speed Dial
codes, you can do so by repeating steps 5-7. Otherwise, slide the T/P switch
to the center position to return to normal operation.
9. Make a list of all Personal Speed Dial codes and the telephone numbers
they represent.
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USING SPECIAL CHARACTERS IN PROGRAMMED DIALING SEQUENCES
Special characters (pause, stop, and switchhook flash) are useful in programming
PBX/Centrex features onto programmable feature buttons, or in programming special
telephone numbers onto Outside Auto Dial buttons. These characters are counted
as part of the 16-digit maximum you can store on Outside Auto Dial buttons and Personal Speed Dial codes. If you are programming special characters for the first time,
please read the following information.
If your PBX/Centrex system requires dialing a 9 or another outside access code.
to get an outside line, program a pause after the 9 on your Outside Auto Dial
button. (You may need two or three pauses depending on how quickly your
PBX/Centrex system returns a dial tone following the 9.)
● You may need to program an automatic stop when you dial an alternate long
distance service sequence or dial a credit card authorization code.
● When using an Auto DiaI button or a Personal Speed Dial code with a stop,
resume the dialing sequence by touching the Auto Dial button or dialing the Personal Speed Dial code again after reaching the stop.
● Whenever your PBX/Centrex procedure calls for a switchhook flash, touch
Recall instead. Program PBX/Centrex features that call for a switchhook flash
onto a button or special Personal Speed Dial code for one-touch convenience.
●
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Now, use the sample procedures below as guidelines to program special characters
into a dialing sequence.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Label the button with the special service names or outside location names
and numbers.
3. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
4. Touch the button you labeled for Outside Auto Dial or touch Speed Dial Access and dial a Personal Speed Dial code.
5. Dial *90.
6. Touch Hold (Pause) to program a pause(15 seconds) into a dialing sequence. For example, to program a pause between an access code and a
telephone number:
a. Dial 9 (or another outside line access code).
b. Touch Hold (Pause).
c. Dialthe outside number you want the button to represent.
7. Touch Drop (Stop) to program a stop into a dialing sequence. For example,
to program a stop between an alternate long distance
. telephone number
and its access code:
a. Dial the alternate long distance telephone number.
b. Touch Drop (Stop).
c. Dial the authorization or access code (five or six digits).
8. Touch Recall and then Hold (Pause) to program a switchhook flash into a
dialing sequence. For example, to program a switchhook flash for a Custom
Calling or PBX/Centrex code:
a. Touch Recall.
b. Touch Hold (Pause).
c. Dial the PBX/Centrex dial code sequence that accesses the feature
you want to program.
9. If you have more features to program on this voice terminal, you can do so.
Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal
operation.
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SELECTING A PERSONALIZED RING
The MERLIN system offers a choice of eight different ringing sounds for any voice
terminal. This enables people who sit in the same room to distinguish the ringing
of their voice terminals from that of others. The personalized part of the ring occurs
at the end of the ringing pattern, so it does not interfere with the distinctive ringing
patterns that signal whether a call is PBX/Centrex, intercom, or from the outside.
Follow the procedure below to program a Personalized Ring.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
3. Touch Speaker repeatedly until you hear the ring you want.
4. If you have more features to assign, you can do so. Otherwise, slide the T/P
switch to the center position to return to normal operation.
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PROGRAMMING VOICE ANNOUNCEMENT DISABLE
When your system is installed, all voice terminals can receive both announced and
ringing intercom calls. For some voice terminals, such as those in public locations,
announcements are impractical. The Voice Announcement Disable feature suppresses voice announcements for intercom calls. Announced intercom calls to voice
terminals programmed with this feature become ringing intercom calls. Follow the
procedure below to program Voice Announcement Disable.
1. Go to the voice terminal you want to program.
2. Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the voice terminal to P.
The voice terminal rings every 5 seconds to remind you it is in program mode.
3. Touch lntercom-Voice until the green light next to it shows the appropriate
code. Each successive touch activates one of these codes:
Steady green on = voice announcements permitted
Green off = voice announcements blocked
4. If you have more features to program on this voice terminal, you can do so.
Otherwise, slide the T/P switch to the center position to return to normal
operation.
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Special Information about
Attendant Consoles
All attendant consoles can support up to 30 lines, no matter what size system you
have. If your system has more than 30 lines, only the first 30 lines are automatically
assigned to all attendant consoles (see the initial feature assignment diagrams pages
44 and 45), and you can readminister any attendant console with the additional lines.
If you have 30 lines or less and want only certain lines to appear on certain attendant consoles, you can add or remove lines as best suits your business needs.
The Attendant’s Guide: Models 1030 and 070 with Feature Module 3 describes the
initial features that are preprogrammed on the attendant consoles, as well as other
important features, and describes how to use them. Your attendant consoles serve
you best, though, when they are customized to handle the tailing patterns of your
business. For example, an attendant should have an Auto Intercom button for every
voice terminal that frequently receives calls.
If you have many lines, you need the large console, that is, a 34-button deluxe voice
terminal with an Attendant Intercom Selector. The selector provides an additional
30 buttons that you can program with up to three features each. To access these
features you touch Shift buttons When you touch the Shift button labeled 10-20-30,
you can access 30 Auto Intercom buttons (for intercoms 10 through 39), any or all
of which you can reprogram with features. When you touch the Shift button Iabeled
40-50-60, you can access 20 Auto Intercom buttons (for intercoms 40 through 59)
and 10 initially blank buttons. All 30 buttons can be reprogrammed with features.
When you touch the Shift button labeled 70-30-90, you can access 30 initially blank
buttons, any or all of which can be programmed with features. You may not be responsible for programming these buttons, but you may want to oversee the attendants
when they program them. The selector also allows attendants to tell at a glance who
has a Message light on. For more information regarding the Attendant Intercom Selector, refer to the Attendant’s Guide: Models 1030 and 3070 with Feature Module 3.
ATTENDANT CONSOLE PROGRAMMING TIPS
Procedures for line administration and feature programming are the same for
the attendant consoles as for the other voice terminals in your system. To allow
attendants to use line buttons for quick dialing of and one-touch transfer to extensions, you must assign PBX/Centrex extensions to line buttons (see page
22). The primary attendant console is always plugged into intercom 10. Intercoms 11 through 17 can be either attendant consoles or regular voice terminals.
● You probably want attendant lines to ring immediately when a call comes in,
but there may be exceptions. For example, some people may want their lines
to ring at the attendant console only if they are not available to answer.
● If you have more than one attendant, you can assign delayed ring to lines on
one attendant console as a backup for the other and vice versa.
● If an attendant is not responsible for answering some lines on the attendant console, you can program those lines not to ring.
● The attendant needs a Cover button for any voice terminal with a line not
assigned to that attendant console but that must be covered if no one answers.
A Cover button is also necessary if the attendant must cover intercom calls for
someone.
● If your PBX/Centrex has a loudspeaker paging system already connected to it,
you can set it up so the attendant can page three separate zones independently. For example, a paging system in a medical group shared by several doctors
could be set up with one zone covering only those locations specific to a particular doctor, such as a consulting office, lab, and examining room, and with
two other zones covering other specific areas. Then, when a call comes in, the
attendant can place the call on hold and page the appropriate zone without
bothering anyone else.
●
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Initial Feature Assignments for
Attendant Consoles

34-Button Deluxe Voice Terminal

44

45

Special Information about
34-Button Voice Terminals
There is only one difference between a standard 34-button voice terminal and a
34-button deluxe voice terminal. On the 34-button deluxe voice terminal, the 24 programmable buttons on the right have lights next to them; on the regular 34-button
voice terminal, they do not.
A Last Number Redial button, a Saved Number Redial button, and at least 22 Outside Auto Dial buttons are a few of the features immediately available on a regular
or deluxe 34-button voice terminal (see the initial feature assignments diagram, page
29). Other features, such as Privacy and Do Not Disturb, may also be assigned
depending on how many buttons you have available.
34-BUTTON VOICE TERMINAL PROGRAMMING TIPS
● Program a Shift button if someone needs more than 24 programmable feature
buttons. This button must be programmed on a button above the dial pad. Wth
a Shift button you can program two features onto each button to the right of the
dial pad.
● If someone has a Hands-Free Unit, program Auto Answer-intercom onto a button with lights.
● If someone needs Privacy or Do Not Disturb, program the feature onto a button
with lights.
● Have the person decide which intercom numbers he or she frequently calls and
program an Auto Intercom button for each.
● If someone uses the loudspeaker paging system frequently, program a
Loudspeaker Page button for each zone the person pages.
● Use all remaining buttons for Outside Auto Dial, and store frequently called
numbers on them.
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Special Information about
10-Button Voice Terminals
People with 10-button voice terminals have ten buttons above the dial pad for both
lines and features. Depending on how many lines you have in your system, and how
you have administered them to a particular 10-button voice terminal, you have up
to seven available programmable buttons. See the programming tips for 34-button
voice terminals, page 46, for more information about programming 10-button voice
terminals.
10-BUTTON VOICE TERMINAL PROGRAMMING TIPS
• For frequently used telephone numbers, people using 10-button voice terminals
can program up to 22 Personal Speed Dial codes and a Speed Dial Access button. These codes can be used in place of Outside Auto Dial buttons to access
22 different telephone numbers.
• People using 10-button voice terminals can access the Last Number Redial
feature by touching the Speed Dial Access button and dialing 24 or by programming the Last Number Redial feature onto a button, if availabie. Similarly, they
can access the Saved Number Redial feature by touching the Speed Dial Access button and dialing 23 or by programming the Saved Number Redial feature
onto a button (see the initial feature assignments diagram, page 29).
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Special Information about 5-Button
Voice Terminals
If some people in your office have 5-button voice terminals, you may need to answer
some questions for them or give them some special help.
5-BUTTON VOICE TERMINAL PROGRAMMING TIPS
● Buttons not assigned to intercom or outside lines are programmable.
● For frequently used telephone numbers, people using 5-button voice terminals
can program up to 22 Personal Speed Dial codes and a Speed Dial Access button. These codes can then be used to access 22 different telephone numbers.
● People using 5-button voice terminals can access the Last Number Redial
feature by touching the Speed Dial Access button and dialing 24. Similarly, people using 5-button voice terminals can access the Saved Number Redial feature
by touching the Speed Dial Access button and dialing 23 (see the initial feature
assignments diagram, page 29).

Special Information about Basic
Telephones
If you have basic Touch-Tone or rotary telephones connected to a Basic Telephone
Module, the people assigned these telephones only have access to one primary line
because you cannot administer secondary lines to them. The people who use basic
Touch-Tone or rotary telephones can access any PBX/Centrex features they are used
to by using the procedures found in their PBX/Centrex system user’s guide.

.
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MERLIN System Features
The charts on the next few pages describe all the features of your system. The
features are grouped alphabetically within three categories:
●

●

●

Fixed Features are features that require no programming. Some fixed features
are associated with factory-labeled buttons on your voice terminal. These button labels appear in bold type in the chart.
Custom Features can be added or changed on voice terminals according to
business and individual needs. As system administrator, you assign custom
A in the chart. Those that individuals may
features coded with the symbol ❑
I . . Features
assign to their own voice terminals are coded with the symbol ❑
that individuals may assign but that you may want to approve to meet the overall
AI . A page number under
needs of your business are coded with the symbol ❑
tells you where to find instrucA
the name of each feature marked with an ❑
tions on assigning the feature.
Optional Features require the purchase of additional equipment.
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Fixed Features
Feature

Description

Call Pickup

Allows a call coming in on one voice terminal to be answered from another voice terminal.
● This features allows someone’s calls to be answered at a voice terminal in another office.

Call Waiting

Signals you through your PBX/Centrex system if another call comes in on a PBX/Centrex
line you are using. The MERLIN system gives you a brief tone through the voice terminal
speaker and a green light flashes next to a line button if a call comes in on another line.

Conference

Lets you speak to two or more people at once depending on the limit set by your PBX/Centrex system. (With some PBX/Centrex systems, you may need to program Conference with
a PBX/Centrex dial code.)

Distinctive Ringing

Provides different ringing patterns for outside, PBX/Centrex, and intercom calls, so you know
what kind of calls you are receiving and can answer accordingly.

Drop

Group Listening
Speaker

Disconnects the last line added to a conference call. (With some PBX/Centrex systems, you
may need to program Drop with a PBX/Centrex dial code.)
● Use it to drop someone from a conference call, or to drop a busy or unanswered line
when you are trying to set up a conference call.
Allows others in the room to hear a caller.

(See also Hands-Free Unit.)
Hold
(See also Music-on-Hold.)

Keeps caller on the line while you answer a second call or attend to another matter. You always
know which line you put on hold because the green Iight next to the line button flashes rapidly.
The green lights next to the line buttons of calls that other voice terminals put on hold flash
more slowly.

Automatic Hold Release

Automatically frees the lines when a person on hold hangs up. (Your PBX/Centrex system
may not have this feature; check your system’s manuals.)
● An unused line is not kept busy unnecessarily.

Automatic Hold
Reminder

Beeps once every minute to remind you that a caller is on hold.

Intercom

Allows people in the MERLIN system to call each other without tying up PBX/Centrex lines.
This feature also allows people to signal others by ringing or voice announcement without
interrupting active calls.

Intercom-Ring

Announces an intercom call with a distinctive ring that people can recognize immediately.

lntercom-Voice

Lets you make short announcements to another MERLIN system voice terminal.

(See also Voice
Announcement Disable.)
Line Request

Gives you a beep at your voice terminal when a busy line becomes available.

Message Waiting
Message

Alerts you with a green light beside your Message button when you have a message waiting.

(See also Send Message.)
Monitor-on-Hold
Speaker
(See also Hands-Free Unit.)
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Frees you to do other work when you’ve been put on hold.
● You can hang up the handset until you hear the other person return to the call

Fixed Features (continued]
Feature
On-HookDialing
Speaker

Description
Enables you to dial outside or intercom calls without lifting the handset.

(See also Hands-Free Unit.)
Recall

Provides a switchhook flash (brief press of the switchhook) to access PBX/Centrex features.
In the MERLIN system, briefly depressing the switchhook only disconnects calls — it does
not provide access to features.

Ringing Line Selection

Automatically selects the ringing line when a call comes in.
● You can answer a call without touching any buttons.

Send Message

Enables an attendant to notify someone that a message is waiting by turning on that person’s Message light.

Transfer

Passes outside calls to any MERLIN system voice terminal or PBX/Centrex extension. (With
some PBX/Centrex systems, you may need to program Transfer with a PBX/Centrex dial
code.)

VoiceTerminalProgramming

Makes it possible to program any voice terminal with custom features according to business
and individual needs.

Voice Terminal Testing

Verifies whether all lights and ringers are working when you slide the T/P switch on the left
side of the voice terminal to T.

Volume Control

Adjusts the sound level of a voice terminal’s ring and speaker.
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Custom Features
Description

Feature*
Auto Intercom

Program buttons on voice terminals for one-touch dialing of frequently called intercom
numbers.

Automatic Line Selection
(See page 30.)

Automatically selects a free line when you lift the handset to make a call. Anyone can program a voice terminal to select lines in a specific order.

Call Coverage
(See page 25.)

Allows people to cover calls for others with whom they do not share lines. The system administrator must determine who can cover for whom.
● Voice terminals may be programmed for either primary or secondary coverage with
immediate, delayed, or no ring.
● One person can cover as many as five telephones.

Primary Coverage

Assigned to someone who screens another person’s calls or answers calls when that person is away.
● A secretary can answer all calls to a manager’s voice terrninal.

Secondary Coverage

Assigned to someone who provides a second backup for a covered voice terminal. Calls
coming in on voice terminals assigned secondary coverage automatically ring after a delay.
● A backup secretary can cover calls for a primary attendant who is out to lunch.

Call Restriction
(See page 20.)

Enables administrator to adjust any voice terminal for call restriction if necessary. You can
restrict voice terminals to only intercom or PBX/Centrex extension calls through your
MERLIN system. Assign outward call restrictions through your PBX/Centrex system.

Do Not Disturb

Prevents the voice terminal from ringing whenever you activate this feature. While Do Not
Disturb is in effect, intercom callers get a busy signal and outside and PBX/Centrex calls
ring at attendant consoles and any voice terminals covering for or assigned to that line.
● Use this feature if you are busy and do not want to be interrupted.

Intercom Conference

Allows you to include other people in your conference calls on their intercom lines. In addition to yourself, you can include up to two people on intercom lines and two people on outside lines. If you program a button for intercom Conference, you must also program a button for intercom Drop.

Intercom Drop

Allows you to disconnect a line in an intercom Conference if the line is busy, no one answers,
or you want to remove someone from the conference.

Last Number Redial

Allows you to store the last number you dialed. (If your PBX/Centrex system does not return
a dial tone immediately after dialing an outside line access number this feature may not work
properly)
● Use this feature for one-touch redialing of an outside number that is busy or is not
answered.

Manual Signaling

Program a button so that touching it causes a beep at another voice terminal.
● Use the button to signal another person.

A means that the administrator assigns the feature.
* ❑

❑I means that the individual can assign the feature.
AI
❑ means that an individual can assign the feature with the administrator’s approval.
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Custom Features (continued]
Description

Feature*
Outside Auto Dial

Provides one-touch dialing of an outside number or PBX/Centrex extension.

Personalized Ring
(See page 41.)

Makes it possible to select one of eight ringing sounds for an individual voice terminal.
● With this feature, people who work close to one another can distinguish the ringing
of their own voice terminals from that of others.

Personal Speed Dial
(See page 38.)

For 5- and 10-button voice terminals only. Stores frequently dialed outside numbers. Each
person can have a separate set of stored numbers.
● Simplifies the dialing of frequently called numbers for employees whose voice terminals
have no room for Outside Auto Dial buttons.

Privacy

Ensures that calls are confidential by preventing others from joining calls on a shared line.
This feature is automatic on intercom calls.

Programmable Line Ringing
(See page 31.)

Makes it possible to program individual outside and covered lines on a voice terminal to ring
immediately, after a delay, or not at all on incoming calls.

Ring Option Override

Causes all incoming calls to ring immediately at the voice terminal that activates this feature
even on lines programmed for delayed ring or no ring.
● Allows call coverage after hours by one person.

Programmable Shift Button
(See page 37.)

For 34-button voice terminals only. Increases feature capacity by allowing you to program
two features on each button to the right of the dial pad. The Programmable Shift feature must
be programmed onto a button above the dial pad.

Saved Number Radial

Stores a dialed number for later redialing. You can redial the number after making other calls
by touching Saved Number again. (If the PBX/Centrex system does not return a dial tone
immediately after dialing your outside line access number, this feature may not work properly.)

Speed Dial Access Button
(See page 38.)

Gives 5-and 10-button voice terminals the ability to store many telephone numbers with a
limited number of tine buttons. These numbers are accessed using Last Number Redial and
Saved Number Redial buttons and 24-digit Personal Speed Dial codes.

Touch-Tone Enable

Generates Touct-Tone signals on rotary lines.
● People whose voice terminals have rotary lines can access alternate long distance servoices, banking-by-phone, credit card authorization, and other electronic services that
require Touch-Tone dialing.

*

A
❑
I
❑
AI
❑

means that the administrator assigns the feature.
means that the individual can assign the feature.
means that an individual can assign the feature with the administrator’s approval.
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Custom Features (continued)
Feature*
Touch-Tone/RotaryOption
(See page 19.)

Makes it possible for the MERLIN system to work with either Touch-Tone or rotary lines, or
both.
● Provides system flexibility — some voice terminals can be connected to Touch-Tone
lines, others to rotary lines.

Voice Announcement
Disable
(See page 42.)

Blocks intercom voice announcements and makes voice terminals ring automatically on intercom calls.
● People can choose not to be interrupted by voice announcements.

*
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Description

A
❑
I
❑
AI
❑

means that the administrator assigns the feature.
means that the individual can assign the feature.
means that an individual can assign the feature with the administrator’s approval.

Optional Features
Feature
Loudspeaker Page
Required equipment:
● Services Module in
control unit
● Loudspeaker paging system
Music-on-Hold

Description
Makes it possible to page others on a loudspeaker system with up to three zones that can
be paged individually or together. Your business must provide the loudspeaker paging
system. If your PBX/Centrex system already has a Ioudspeaker system, you access it using
the procedures found in your PBX/Centrex user’s guide.

Provides music to callers put on hold. Your business must provide the music source, such
as a tape player or FM radio.

Required equipment:
● Services Module in
control unit
● Music source
Power Failure Transferr
Service

Connects up to four basic telephones for use as backup during commercial power outage.
The system automatically switches service to these telephones if power fails.

Required equipment:
● Services Module in
control unit
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Appendix:
System and Voice Terminal
Configuration Forms
This Appendix contains the forms that you need to administer your system. The
System and Voice Terminal Configuration Forms make it possible for you to keep a
record of your system and voice terminal configurations.
This brief guide will help you decide how to setup your MERLIN communications
system (Models 1030 and 3070 with Feature Module 3) to satisfy the needs of your
business. Read through this guide and answer the numbered questions. Boxed instructions will help you fill out a System Configuration Form (pages 61 and 62) and
one Voice Terminal Configuration Form (pages 63 and 64) for each voice terminal
in your system. Use these forms, together with the administration manual, to
customize your MERLIN system.
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SYSTEM OPTIONS
The following questions help you fill out the System Configuration Form on pages
61 and 62. Complete this form before filling out any Voice Terminal Configuration
Forms.
1. How many attendant consoles did you order (to be heavily used
for answering and transferring calls coming into your business,
or for monitoring call traffic)?
A.
Attendant Configuration
On the System Configuration Form, check the boxes under “Attendant
Configuration” for intercom numbers of any voice terminals (in addition
to intercom 10) to be used as attendant voice terminals. The system supports a maximum of seven such positions in addition to intercom number
10.

B.
Listing Line Numbers and User Names
Fill in the names of users in the first column of the System Configuration
Form. Use intercom number 10 for your primary attendant (or receptionist).
If you have additional attendants, assign intercom numbers 11 through
17 to them. Fill in the primary line number for each person.

C.
RotaryLines
If you have any rotary outside lines, circle the “r” next to each of these
lines on the System Configuration Form. Call your local telephone company if you don’t know what type of lines you have.
2. Does your PBX/Centrex system offer holding of calls, transferring of calls, conferencing of calls, or dropping of calls from conferences? If so, what procedures
must you follow to perform these operations? For example, many systems allow
You to hold a call by pressing the switchhhook (a switchhook flash), while others
require a switch hook flash followed by a dialed code (such as*2).
D.
Special Codes for Hold, Transfer, Conference, and Drop
If your PBX/Centrex system offers Hold, Transfer, Conference, or Drop but
requires that you dial codes (other than a single switchhook flash) to use
these features, record the complete dial sequence on the System Configuration Form in the blanks for these features. Indicate digits, switchhook
flashes (with “r”), and pauses (with “p”) for each available feature.
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VOICE TERMINAL OPTIONS
Now that you have completed the System Configuration Form, you can fill out Voice
Terminal Configuration Forms for each voice terminal in your system. You may wish
to begin by creating a system directory and planning out which intercom number and
which type of voice terminal each person will use. Then, complete the following section for each voice terminal in your system. Be sure to select the appropriate form
(attendant or non-attendant) for the voice terminal you are configuring.
E.
Beginning a Voice Terminal Configuration Form
At the top of the Voice Terminal Configuration Form, fill in the intercom
number and the user name, as assigned on the System Configuration
Form. Assign intercom number 10 to your primary attendant or receptionist. Check the appropriate boxes to indicate voice terminal size, stand
type, and any accessories needed for this terminal. Group basic
telephones together for example, reserve intercom numbers 30 through
39 for basic telephones, and use other intercom numbers for regular
MERLIN system voice terminals.

F.
Assigning Lines (Attendant Positions)
If this is not an attendant’s voice terminal, skip to box G. If this is an attendant’s voice terminal, write the line number for each Iine that this voice
terminal will access on the appropriate button. On the System Configuration Form you associated each line with a control unit jack number. These
control unit jack numbers appear on the buttons on this form to show you
where each line will initially appear. If you have a large system, note that
jack numbers G0-J4 do not appear on any buttons. If your system has
more than 30 lines, replace some of the initial 30 lines with the last 20
lines on one or more of the attendant voice terminals. For example, for
a 40-line system, replace lines E0-F4 with lines G0-H4 on at least one attendant voice terminal. A maximum of 30 lines may appear on an attendant voice terminal. Now skip to box H.

G.
Assigning Lines (Non-attendant Positions)
If this is not an attendant’s voice terminal, write the PBX/Centrex extension number for this person’s primary line in the button labeled 1. In the
buttons labeled 2,3,4, etc., fill in the extension numbers of any secondary lines to be used. Do not skip numbered boxes. You can assign up
to 12 secondary lines to each non-attendant voice terminal, although you
need a 34-button deluxe voice terminal to support more than one primary
and seven secondary lines.
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H.
Covering Calls for Others
If the person using this voice terminal needs to cover inside calls or to
cover outside calls coming in on a line that doesn’t appear on the voice
terminal, he or she needs a Cover button. On the Voice Terminal Configuration Form, find a button that is not already a line or intercom button. Use only buttons with lights. Write in the button the word “Cover”
and the name and intercom number of the person whose calls are to be
covered. If there are no buttons available, check the initial features assignment diagram (page 29) and replace a less-needed feature button with
a Cover button. Also assign an Auto intercom button for each person to
be covered and label it with the appropriate name. These buttons should
also have lights.

L
Having Others Cover Calls for This Voice Terminal
If the person using this voice terminal needs to have other people cover
or pick up his or her calls, fill in the bottom left corner of the Voice Terminal Configuration Form by writing the intercom numbers of people who
will have Cover buttons for this terminal. If people without access to cover
buttons or to lines for this voice terminal will pick up calls on its lines, fill
in a Y in the bottom left corner of the page, next to “Are other people permitted to pickup calls for this voice terminal?”

J.
Automatic Answering
If this voice terminal has a Hands-Free Unit, write “Auto Answer-Intercom”
on an available button with lights on the Voice Terminal Configuration
Form. if this voice terminal has an Automatic Multipurpose Adapter, write
“Auto Answer-Outside” on an available button with lights on the form.

K.
Other Features Assigned to Buttons
Review the appropriate initial feature assignments diagram on page 29.
Any buttons that have not been assigned lines or special features will have
these initial feature assignments. Copy all feature names from the diagram
onto buttons that are still blank. Leave Outside Auto Dial buttons blank.

L.
Line Ringing
Decide which lines should ring immediately at this person’s voice terminal
and which lines should ring after a delay (so that calls ring only if someone
who usually answers is unavailaable). indicate immediate ringing by writing
“R” on the blanks to the left of the appropriate line button; indicate delayed
ringing by writing a “D” beside the appropriate line buttons. Similarly, indicate whether Cover buttons should ring immediately when a call comes
in (“R”), after a three-ring delay (“D”), or after a six-ring delay (“DD”). If
you set a line not to ring, do not fill in the blank. Calls transferred to this
voice terminal on this line will still ring.
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M.
Calling Restrictions
If you plan to restrict this voice terminal from making toll (long distance)
calls, check “Toll Restriction” on the Voice Terminal Configuration Form.
If you plan to restrict the voice terminal from making calls outside the
MERLIN system, check “Outside MERLIN System Call Restriction” on
the form.

N.
Automatic Line Selection
If lines don’t appear on this voice terminal in the order that they are most
likely to be used, list the order of use at the bottom of the Voice Terminal
Configuration Form under the heading “Automatic Line Selection.”

O.
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Now return to box E and repeat this process until you have filled out one
Voice Terminal Configuration Form for each voice terminal in your system.

System Configuration Form
Model 1030 and 3070
with Feature Module 3
PBX/Centrex Dial Codes for
Fixed Features:
Transfer
Conference
Drop

AttendantConfiguration:

Name of Person
Using Telephone

Primary
PBX/Centrex
Line Number

Intercom
Number

Control Unit
Jack Number

10

A0

r

11

A1

r

12

A2

r

13

A3

r

14

A4

r

15

B0

r

16

B1

r

17

B2

r

18

B3

r

19

B4

r

20

C0

r

21

C1

r

22

C2

r

23

C3

r

24

C4

r

25

D0

r

26

D1

r

27
28

D2

r

D3

r

29

D4

r

30

E0

r

31

E1

r

32

E2

r

33

E3

r

34

E4

r

35
36

F0

r

F1

r

37

F2

r

33

F3

r

39

F4

r

40

G0

r

41

G1

r

42

G2

r

Circle if
Rotary
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System Configuration Form
(continued)

Name of Person
Using Telephone
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Primary
PBX/Centrex
Line Number

Intercom
Number

Control Unit
Jack Number

43

G3

r

44

G4

r

45

HO

r

46

H1

r

47

H2

r

46

H3

r

49

H4

r

50

l0

r

51

l1

r

52

l2

r

53

l3

r

54

l4

r

55

JO

r

56

J1

r

57

J2

r

56

J3

r

59

J4

r

Circle if
Rotary

Voice Terminal Configuration Form
Models 1030 and 3070
with Feature Mode 3
Attendant Consoles
Intercom #
Stand Type:
❑ Wall
❑ Plastic
❑ Fixed
❑ Desk
❑ Metal
❑ Adjustable

Identification
Accessories:
❑ Headset
❑ HeadsetAdapter
❑ Hands-FreeUnit
❑ Manual Multipurpose Adapter
❑ Automatic Multipurpose Adapter
❑ Extra Long Cord

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Acoustic Coupler Adapter
Hearing-Impaired Handset
Push-to-Listen Handset
Voice Terminal Power Supply
Attendant Intercom Selector
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Voice Terminal Configuration Form
Models 1030 and 3070
with Feature Module 3
Non-attendant Voice Terminals
Identification

Intercom #
StandType
VoiceTerminalSize:
❑ 5-Button
❑ Wall
10-Button
❑
❑ Plastic
34-Button
❑
❑ Fixed
❑ 34-Button Deluxe ❑ Desk
❑ Basic Touch-Tone or ❑ Metal
❑ Rotary Telephone ❑ Adjustable
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Accessories:
Headset
Headset Adapter
Hands-FreeUnit
Manual Multipurpose Adapter
Automatic Multipurpose Adapter
Extra Long Cord

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑

Acoustic Coupler Adapter
Hearing-Impaired Handset
Push-to-Listen Handset
Voice Terminal Power Supply
Attendant Intercom Selector

Index
A
Administration Mode, 16
Button Labels, 10, 15
Entering,16
Leaving,16
Administrator/Attendant Console, 3, 10
Attendant Consoles
Special Information about, 43
Attendant Intercom Selector, 10, 11, 43
Auto Intercom Buttons, 10, 36, 43, 52
Automatic Line Selection, 52
Assigning, 30
B
Basic Administration, 17
BasicTelephoneModule, 7, 11, 43
Blocking the System from incoming Calls, 27
C
Call Coverage Permissions, 52
Assigning, 25
Call Pickup Permissions, 50
Assigning, 26
Call Restrictions, 20, 52
Assigning, 21
Conference, 23, 50
Control Unit, 3, 6
Setting, 18
Copy, 21
Cover,31,43
Assigning, 32
Primary Coverage, 32, 37, 52
Secondary Coverage, 33, 37, 52
Custom Features, 52-54
Customizing with Additional System Options,24-27
D
Diagnostics Module, 7
Drop, 23, 50
E
Entering Administration Mode, 16
F
5-Button Voice Terminals, 20
Special Information About, 48
Feature Module 3,7
Attendant/Administrator Option, 7
Normal/Attendant Options, 7, 18
Feature Programming Chart, 36, 37
Fixed Feature Buttons
Administering, 23
Fixed Features, 50, 51
H
Hands-Free Unit, 11, 46
Headset and Headset Adapters, 11
Hold, 50

I
Initial Feature Assignments
Attendant Consoles, 44
Attendant Consoles with Selector, 45
Non-attendant Voice Terminals, 29
Intercom Buttons
Intercom-Ring, 50
Intercom-Voice, 50
L
Labels
Administration Mode Button, 10, 15
Last Number Redial, 36, 46, 47, 48, 52
Leaving Administration Mode, 16
Line Module, 7, 20
Line Ringing, 31
Delayed Ring, 31, 32
Immediate Ring, 31, 32
No Ring, 31,32,43
Lines, 20
Primary, 20
Secondary, 20
Loudspeaker Paging System, 18, 37, 43, 46
M
Manual Signaling, 37, 52
Message, 37, 50
Message Waiting, 50
Model 1030 Control Unit, 6, 7
Diagram, 6
Model 3070 Control Unit, 6, 8
Diagram, 8
Multipurpose Adapters, 11
Music-on-Hold,18
O
VoicePriorities
Programming Voice Terminals for, 28-33
Optional Equipment, 11
P
PBX/Centrex Extensions
Assigning to Line Buttons, 22
Personalized Ring, 53
Selecting, 41
Personal Priorities
Programming Voice Terminals for, 34-42
Personal Speed Dial Codes, 47, 48, 53
Assigning to 5- and 10-Button Voice Terminals,
38
Power Module, 7
Preparing to Administer Your System, 14-16
Primary Lines
Assigning, 20
Processor Module, 7
Programmable Line Ringing, 53
Assigning, 31
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Procedures, 67-68
R
Recall, 4, 39, 51
Ring Option Override, 31, 37, 53
Rotary Dialing
Specifying, 19
S
Saved Number Redial, 36, 46, 47, 48, 53
SecondaryLines
Assigning, 20
Selecting a Personalized Ring, 41
Send Message, 51
Services Module, 7, 9, 18, 55
Setting Your Console Unit, 18
Shift Buttons, 10
Speaker, 50, 51
Special Characters
Using in Programmed Dialing Sequences, 39
Speed Dial Access, 36, 38, 47, 48, 53
Switches, 7, 9, 18
System Cofiguration Form, 15, 56, 57, 61, 62
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10-Button Voice Terminals, 20
Special Information about, 47
34-Button VoiceTerminals, 10
Special Information about, 46
Touch-Tone Dialing
Specifying, 19
Touch-Tone Enable, 37, 54
TouchTone/RotaryOption, 19, 54
T/P(Test/Program)Switch, 16, 51
Transfer, 23, 51
U
Using Special Characters in Programmed Dialing
Sequences, 39
V
Voice Announcement Disable, 42, 54
Voice Terminal Configuration Form, 15, 55, 58
Attendant, 63
Non-attendant, 64
Voice Terminal Module, 7
Volume Control, 51

Quick Reference Guide to Administration Procedures
This chart summarizes the administrative procedures described on pages 17 through 27. For more information about
a procedure, refer to the page listed.
Before you perform any of these procedures, enter administration mode by following the steps below.
Set switch A on the Processor Module in the control unit to Administer (down),
Insert the administration mode button labels (see the back of this manual) in the administrator/attendant console.
● Slide the T/P switch on the left side of the console to P.
●
●

When you finish administering your system, leave administration mode by following the steps below.
Slide the T/P switch to the center position.
Set switch A on the Processor Module to Attendant (up).
● Remove the administration mode button Iabels from the console and insert the regular call-handlilng lables used
by the attendant.
●

●

Procedure
PERFORM BASIC ADMINISTRATION
Assign or remove lines on individual voice terminals

Touch
Adm Tel

Then
●
●

(See page 20.)

Specify Touch-Tone or rotary
signaling for each line in your
system.

Adm Opt

●
●

Dial the voice terminal's intercom number.
Touch the line buttons.
Steady green on = line assigned
Green off = line removed

Dial 3.
Touch the line buttons.
Steady green on = Touch-Tonesignaling
Green off = rotary signaling

(See page 19.)

Assign PBX/Centrex extensions to line buttons.
(Attendant consoles only)

AdmOpt

Dial 1.
Touch the line button.
● Dial the PBX/Centrex
extension.
●
●

(See page 22.)
Program PBX/Centrex dial
sequences onto fixed feature
buttons.

Adm Opt

Dial 2.
Touch the fixed feature button.
● Dial the PBX/Centrex dial sequence.
●
●

(See page 23.)

Assign call restrictions to
voice terminals.
(See page 20.)

Adm Tel

●

Touch Call Rstr.
Steady green on = all calls permitted
Flashing green = PBX/Centrex extensions and MERLIN
Intercom calls only
Green off = MERLIN intercom calls only
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Quick Reference Guide to Administration Procedures
(continued)
Procedure

Touch

CUSTOMIZE WITH ADDITIONAL SYSTEM OPTIONS
Adm Tel
Copy the same secondary
line assignments and call
restrictions from one voice
terminal to another voice
terminal.

Then
Touch the Auto Intercom button of the unassigned voice
terminal.
● Touch Copy.
● Touch the Auto Intercom button of the voice terminal whose
assignment you want to copy.
●

(See page 21.)
Block all incoming calls
before turning off control unit
to make hardware changes.

Adm Opt

●

Adm Opt

●

Dial 0.

(See page 27.)
Assign Call Coverage
permissions.
(See page 25.)

Assign Call Pickup
permissions.
(See page 26.)
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Dial 5.
Dial the intercom number of the voice terminal whose calls you
want covered.
● Touch the line buttons.
Steady green on = the voice terminals associated with these
primary lines can cover calIs for this intercom number
Green off = the voice terminals associated with these
primary lines cannot cover calls for this intercom number
●

Adm Opt

●
●

Dial 4.
Touch the line buttons.
Steady green on = calls can be picked up
Green off = calls cannot be picked up
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